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Automatic Navigation based on navigation map of
Agricultural machine1
Jianjun Zhou，XiuWang，Rui Zhang，Qingchun Feng，Wei Ma
(National Engineering Research Center for Information Technology in
Agriculture, Beijing 100097, China)

Abstract. This article mainly studies automatic navigation control methods for
agricultural machinery. The navigation system takes RTK-DGPS and inertial
measurement unit as positioning sensors. The preview control mode was
researched for curve path tracking. The preview control model is to determine the
aiming point and calculate the lateral deviation. Automatic turning was realized
by fuzzy control method based on genetic algorithm. This control method can
online adjust the parameters of fuzzy control using the genetic algorithm, in order
to realize adaptive control. Thus the navigation control precision can be improved
by the methods studied. The navigation control methods can meet the demand of
agricultural machinery operating.
Keywords: automatic navigation, path tracking, genetic algorithm; self-adaptive
fuzzy control.
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Introduction

Automatic navigation of farm machinery is an essential technique to realize variable
rate applications and collecting field information [1]. The potential benefits of
automated agricultural tractors include increased productivity, increased application
accuracy, and enhanced operation safety [2, 3].
Automatic guidance of agricultural tractors has been studied over the past several
decades. Various guidance technologies, including mechanical guidance, machinevision guidance, radio navigation, and ultrasonic guidance, have been investigated [4].
In recent years, high-accuracy Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are widely
used as guidance sensors [5]. Using an absolute positioning system, GPS-based
guidance technology has the potential to achieve completely autonomous navigation
[6,7]. Numerous fuzzy control applications on vehicles have been reported. Todo et al.
developed a fuzzy controller that utilized the offset and the orientation errors to
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control the steering of a mobile robot and resulted in satisfactory trajectory tracking
performance [8, 9].

The basic idea of this article conveyed was researching fuzzy control method
for automatic steering and methods for curve path tracking. In order to validate
these methods, an agricultural robot for precision farming was developed, which
are refitted from a tractor. Navigation control system was developed based on the
robot using RTK-DGPS, digital compass and other sensors.

2.

Materials and Methods

Field operation maps for autonomous navigation tractor are often created off-line
using a GIS, and then be loaded into the navigation computer before the operation
starting. Navigation map is a shape format point map. An autonomous field operation
of a tractor was a sequence of instructions that both guide the tractor movement in the
field and control synchronously the concurrent tractor operations. Each instruction
contains a location in the field (xi, yi) and desirable control values, (z1i, z2i, … , zki),
at that location. Control values include steering wheel angle, action of machine, and
so on.
2.1

Preview Point Searching Arithmetic

An important content in the path tracking is searching dynamically the preview point
in field navigation map. Fig. 1 shows the work flow of the preview point searching.
Firstly the preview points are searched within the circle of radius equal to 1.8 meters,
with the current navigation position as center on the navigation map. If the point’s
amount of searching result is zero, then the searching extent is extended. The preview
points are searched one time again. If the search result is still zero, then the preview
point is the one which id is equal to ID1 plus two. If the searching results points are
equal to or greater than three, the preview point is the biggest of ID number within the
searching range (ID number of point is increased in navigation map).
2.2

Computing Cross-tracking Error Sign

In curve tracking the relationship of the current position of vehicle and path is
complicated, computing the current vehicle lateral deviation error is difficult. This
paper provides a vector multiplication method to determine the lateral error. As
shown in Fig.2, the relationship between point p’ and line P0P can be denoted by the
location vector P0P’ and vector P0P. The relationship between vector P0P’ and vector
P0P can be described by these two vector cross multiplication. Vector cross product
accords with the right hand regulation. Formula (1) and (2) showed the two vector
cross multiplication process, the position relationship between points P 'and line P0P
can be easily obtained from the result of formula (2).
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2.3

Dynamic Path Search Algorithm

In Fig.3, predefined route is {…,pn-2,pn-1,pn,pn+1,pn+2,…}, and the current tractor
position is point Pc. The predefined circle route points are searched within the circle.
The circle’s center is Pc. as center, radius is R. Pn-1,Pn, Pn+1 are the points in the search
circle. Pn is the nearest point in predefined path from Pc recent points. EF direction is
the direction of the tractor body, which can be got through the electronic compass
acquisition; NM is the front wheel turning direction that can be obtained by angle
sensor.
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Fig. 3.

Curve path tracking map

The start point coordinates of PnPn+1 line is (x1, y1). The end point coordinates of
PnPn+1 line is (x2, y2). The equation of AB line is:
Ax  By  C  0

in the equation：
A  y2  y 1
B  x1  x2
C  x2 y1  x1 y2
The current position of tractor is P (x3, y3).
The distance between point p and the AB line is:
d

| Ax3  By3  C |
A2  B 2

, d is the cross track error. ∠EPcPn+1 is the heading error.

Thus XTE and heading error can be as input for expected steering angle decision
algorithm, according to the fuzzy control output can control the tractor automatic
tracking curve path.
2.4

Self-adaptive Fuzzy Controller Based on Genetic Algorithm

The steering control of a vehicle is realized by using a step motor. Steering control is
based on the error between the desired and the actual wheel angles. In this system

turning control is realized by fuzzy control method. The design of the fuzzy steering
controller was based on typical vehicle steering responses. Two inputs of fuzzy
control are XTE and heading error. The output from the fuzzy controller was a real–
valued steering rate command to drive the step motor.
System adopts fuzzy control arithmetic to control the turning of the front wheel.
The cross track error E and heading error H was the input of fuzzy controller. The
output was the expected angle U. The cross track error basic domain is [-24cm, 24cm].
Quantification factors are 0.5. The heading error basic domain was [-15, 15].
Quantification factor of this variable is also 0.5.

U    E  (1   ) H ,   (0,1)

(3)

By adjusting the correction factor  , the weighted degree of the lateral
deviation error E and heading error can be changed, thus the fuzzy rule could be
changed. The correct factor of the fuzzy control was online adjusted by the genetic
algorithm, in order to reach the adaptive control. Control algorithms principle was as
Fig. 4.
Genetic algorithm is robust, parallel search and group optimization. It is a kind
of effective parameters optimization method. Its basic operation mainly includes
encoding, decoding, selection, crossover and mutation, the design of genetic
optimization algorithm is as follows.
Encoding and Decoding. Coding method using binary code which search ability is
strong. Chromosome is length for 8 binary strings, α accounted for eight. The
corresponding decoding way is as follows.
a=binrep(a)

(4)

binrep(a)---- integer expressed by a eight bit string of binary
Structure of the Fitness Function. The selection of fitness function directly
influenced the convergence rate of the GA and where to find the optimal solution.
Because of the system designed is small overshoot according to ITAE index
department. In the agricultural vehicles to be automatic navigation, lateral deviations
are the primary indicators to weight control effect. So the reciprocal of ITAE index of
the lateral error are taken as the fitness function.
Genetic Operator. Genetic operator mainly includes two crossover and mutation
genetic operator. Crossover operator adopts single point crossover modes. Mutation
operator is logical opposition to every bit of chromosomes according to mutation
probability. Float chart of genetic algorithms are as follows.
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Fig. 4. Genetic algorithms flow chart
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Experiments on the Refitted Tractor

The experimental vehicle is a refitted tractor. The tractor includes steering controller,
posture information acquiring sensors and GPS receiver. The posture information
acquiring sensors includes angle transducer and digital compass. The angle transducer
transforms the angle mechanical rotation to the electrical signal. It can survey the
change of the angle displacement. The angle transducer is equipped in the axis of
front wheel of the tractor and used for measuring turning angle of the front wheel.
The type of the angle transducer is WYT-AT-1.
The type of the digital compass is LP3300. There are three orthogonal magnetic
field sensors and two axle inclination angle sensors in this digital compass. LP3300
outputs data through the RS-232 format and the configuration of RS232 port is "9600,
n, 8, 1". Each frame outputs 20 bytes hexadecimal number.
3.1

Vehicle Navigation Control Methods System

In this research, RTK-GPS, digital compass and angle sensor are used for automatic
navigation. GPS can provide the absolute position of the vehicle. At first, the path of
tractor is preformed through GIS. Tractor can compare the appointed path with the
current position to control the steering. Thus automatic navigation can be realized.
The type of RTK-GPS is Trimble 4700. The GPS data is received from serial
port. The serial port can be easily set using MSComm active X control. After setting
the parameter of serial port and opening the serial port, the GPS data can be received.
According to the data format of NMEA 0183, useful GPS data can be extracted. The
system uses GGA format.

3.2

Experiment

The experiment location is in the Xiaotangshan precision agricultural demonstration
station, and the experiment was preceded in March 2012.
Firstly artificial driving tractors walked on a curve path. The tractor’s path could
be recorded through the data acquisition program, and was saved as a text file. File
data included GPS data of tractor x, y, heading and id numbers. This text files could
be input by Arcview software and generated a GIS format layer shape. This layer was
the predefined curve path for tractor tracking.
It can be analyzed that is XTE is less than 12cm, the biggest error is 0.12cm, and
the average error is 5cm .The lateral error is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. The lateral deviation of curve path tracking
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Conclusion

The main goal of this study was to develop a dynamic path search algorithm and
fuzzy control method based on genetic algorithm capable of automatic navigation
along the curved path on a field. The dynamic path search algorithm of this article is
to determine the aiming point and calculate the lateral deviation. Self-adaptive fuzzy
controller based on genetic algorithm could .The cross track error was less than 12cm
at a travelling speed of 1m/s. The developed dynamic path search algorithm and Selfadaptive fuzzy controller based on genetic algorithm could achieve the design goal of
guiding an autonomous agricultural tractor to track curve path.
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